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Abstract
Games are useful in modular specication and analysis of systems where the dis-
tinction among the choices controlled by dierent components (for instance, the
system and its environment) is made explicit. In this paper, we formulate and com-
pare various symbolic computational techniques for deciding existence of winning
strategies. The game structure is given implicitly, and the winning condition is of
the form \p until q" for state predicates p and q. The rst technique employs sym-
bolic xpoint computation using ordered binary decision diagrams [8]. The second
technique checks for the existence of strategies that ensure winning within k steps,
for a user specied bound k, by reduction to the satisability of quantied boolean
formulas. Finally, the bounded case can also be solved by reduction to satisability
of ordinary boolean formulas, and we discuss two techniques, one based on encoding
the strategy tree, and one based on encoding a witness subgraph, for reduction to
Sat. We compare the various approaches on two examples using existing tools such
as Mocha [3], Mucke [7], Semprop [17], Qube [11], Berkmin [12].
1 Introduction
The motivation for solving games in formal analysis originated with Church's
synthesis problem in the context of automatically synthesizing circuits from
specications [10]. Games have since then become popular in formal meth-
ods with various applications including control of discrete event systems [21],
realizability and synthesis, and model-checking -calculus formulae [24]. In
formal verication, they have several applications in verifying reactive systems
where the agents comprising the system are viewed as players of a game: in
modular verication [16], in synthesis of formal interfaces to modules [9] and
in approaches to compositional verication [1,2].
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Research and related applications have led to variety of game formulations
such as innite games on nite graphs, concurrent multi-player games and
games on pushdown systems [24]. However, the simplest game that most
solutions computationally rely on is the two-player reachability game on a
nite graph. Such a game is played between two players, the system and the
environment, and the game problem is to check whether the system has a
winning strategy that will force the game from the initial position to some
goal position, no matter how the environment plays.
Though the theoretical complexity of solving various games in the litera-
ture is well understood, there has been relatively less eort spent in identifying
how the powerful symbolic techniques used in model-checking fare in solving
games with large state-spaces. In this paper, we initiate such an eort by a
comparative and experimental study of solving simple reachability games (aug-
mented with a safety condition) using techniques that use Bdds, Qbf-solvers
and Sat-solvers. We model games symbolically using boolean variables and
succinct boolean expressions describing the transitions | the explicit game
this denes would be typically exponential in the size of the denition.
The standard attractor-set approach to solve reachability games is a simple
x-point algorithm that can easily be implemented using Bdds. There are two
kinds of Bdd-based solvers we use: Mocha which is a model-checker that can
directly handle specications in a game logic called alternating-time temporal
logic (Atl) and Mucke which is a -calculus model checker especially tuned
and extended to handle -calculus formulas.
For propositional solvers, we consider bounded reachability games. We
rst consider games where we ask whether the system has a strategy that will
ensure the game reaches the goal within k steps, where k is a user-specied
parameter. The natural way to encode this as a propositional satisability
problem is using a quantied boolean formula, where there is a prex of alter-
nating quantiers of length 2k that capture a strategy for the system followed
by a boolean formula that checks whether the strategy is indeed winning for
the system. We then use Qbf solvers Semprop [17], Quaffle [25] and Qube [11]
to solve these formulas.
In recent years, there has been a signicant interest in engineering Sat-
solvers that has resulted in very eÆcient solvers, while the eort in speeding
up Qbf solvers has been relatively less. We hence also consider encodings of
games into Sat problems, in two dierent ways. In the rst approach, we use
Sat to guess a winning strategy tree of depth k (the tree is exponential in k).
This can be seen essentially as \unwinding" the alternating quantication in
the Qbf formula above into a tree of existential quantications, by converting
each universal choice to all possible choices. We hence get an exponential-sized
Sat formula which is satisable if and only if there is a strategy that wins in
k steps, and we use the Sat-solvers Berkmin [12] and zChaff [20].
In the strategy tree guessed above, several nodes of the tree could represent
the same position in the game and the tree encodes the strategies from these
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nodes separately. Since reachability games have zero-memory strategies, we
need not guess separate strategies from these nodes. In the second reduction
to Sat, we consider a variation where we essentially guess a directed acyclic
graph of positions of the game which encode a strategy for the system and
which witnesses the fact that the system wins the game. Given a parameter n
on the size of such a witness set, our reduction checks whether the system has
a strategy such that there is a set of positions bounded by n within which the
system can force the game to be within and reach the goal. This is perhaps
the more natural generalization of bounded model-checking to games.
We compare all the above methods and the dierent encodings described
above using two examples that can be scaled. The rst example is a pursuer-
evader game where the objective is to guide a robot from one end of a grid
to another while evading another slower robot that moves arbitrarily in the
grid. Since our results show that Bdd methods outperform both Sat and Qbf
methods by a large margin for this example, we consider in the second example
a game which is known to be hard for Bdds (using the swap example from [19]).
However, it turns out that Bdds still outperform the Sat and Qbfmethods. We
postpone a more detailed discussion of the results to the concluding section.
Our aim in this paper is to have a common platform to specify symbolic
games so as to compare various symbolic techniques and evaluate them. The
games we consider involve continuous interaction between the two players, as
is common in most games studied in formal methods. The use of symbolic
methods to solve problems related to games is not new. Symbolic methods
have been proposed and studied in the area of planning in AI, for example, in
conditional planning using Qbf methods [23] and for universal planning using
Bdds [14] (see also [5]). However, we do not know of any comparative study
of solving games using dierent symbolic approaches.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lays out the precise denition
of symbolic two-player reachability games. In Section 3 we outline two ap-
proaches using Bdds to solve games, one using Atl specications inMocha and
the other using -calculus specications in Mucke. Section 4 deals with solv-
ing bounded versions of the game problem, using reductions to satisability of
Qbf and Sat formulas. For the Sat reduction we outline both the strategy-tree
approach as well as the witness-graph approach. We present our experimental
results for two game examples in Section 5 and conclude in Section 6.
2 Games
In this section, we dene the required terminology. Let X be a nite set of
variables. We write X
0
= fx
0
j x 2 Xg for the set of primed variables of X.
We denote by Val(X ) the set of all total functions that map every variable
in X to a value in its domain. The set of all predicates over X is denoted by
P(X). Given p 2 Val(X ) and a predicate ' over X = fx
1
;    ; x
n
g, we write
'[p] = '[p(x
1
)=x
1
;    ; p(x
n
)=x
n
] for the truth value obtained by replacing
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each variable x
i
2 X in ' with the value p(x
i
).
We model a game [24] between a system and its environment using a game
structure S = (X
S
; X
E
;M
S
;M
E
; T
S
; T
E
) with the following components:

X
S
is a nite set of variables the system controls, and X
E
is a nite set
of variables the environment controls with X
S
\ X
E
= ;. We write X =
X
S
[X
E
for the set of system and environment variables, and Q = Val(X )
for the set of states of S.

M
S
is a nite set of move variables
2
which determine the next move of the
system and M
E
is a nite set of move variables which determine the next
move of the environment. We assume M
S
\M
E
= ;, M
S
\ X = ; and
M
E
\X = ;.

T
S
2 P(X;M
S
; X
0
S
) is a transition predicate for the system variables. For
each q 2 Val(X ), m
S
2 Val(M
S
) and q
0
S
2 Val(X
0
S
), if T
S
[q;m
S
; q
0
S
] = true
then q
0
S
is the next valuation of variables in X
S
when the system picks the
move m
S
at the state q. Similarly, T
E
2 P(X;M
E
; X
0
E
) is a transition pred-
icate for the environment variables. For each q 2 Val(X ), m
E
2 Val(M
E
)
and q
0
E
2 Val(X
0
E
), if T
E
[q;m
E
; q
0
E
] = true then q
0
E
is the next valuation of
variables in X
E
when the environment picks the move m
E
at the state q.
Now, we dene a game G = hS; I;G; Si with a game structure S, an initial
state
3
I 2 Val(X), a goal predicate G 2 P(X) and a safe predicate S 2 P(X)
where for each q 2 Val(X ), if G[q] = true then the state q is in the goal region,
and if S[q] = true then the state q is in the safe region. The game starts in
the initial state and in every step, the system and the environment pick a
move simultaneously and the state evolves according to this choice. If the
goal region is reached then the system wins. If the current state is not in the
safe region, the environment wins. Otherwise, the game continues forever.
For two states p and q, we say that q is the successor of p if there are m
S
2
Val(M
S
) and m
E
2 Val(M
E
) such that T
S
[p;m
S
; q
0
S
] = true, T
E
[p;m
E
; q
0
E
] =
true and q = q
S
[ q
E
. We assume that there exists at least one successor at
every state. A path of S is a nite or innite sequence  = q
0
; q
1
;    of states
such that for all positions i  0, q
i+1
is a successor of q
i
. For a path  and a
position i  0, we use [i] and [0; i] to denote the i-th state of  and the nite
prex q
0
; q
1
;    ; q
i
of , respectively. A strategy for the system is a function
f : Q
+
! Val(M
S
) which maps every nonempty nite state sequence  2 Q
+
to a move f() 2 Val(M
S
). Given a strategy f , we dene the plays of f to
be the set plays(f) of paths which are possible when the system follows the
strategy f ; that is, a path  = q
0
; q
1
;    is in plays(f) if for all positions i  0,
there are m
S
2 Val(M
S
) and m
E
2 Val(M
E
) such that m
S
= f([0; i]) and
q
i+1
is the hm
S
; m
E
i successor of q
i
. Given a game G = hS; I;G; Si, a strategy
2
In many examples, M
S
and M
E
will contain a single variable but in general, if a system
has multiple components then there can be a move variable for each component.
3
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f is a winning strategy in the game G if for all  = q
0
; q
1
;    2 plays(f) such
that q
0
= I, there exists a position i  0 such that G[q
i
] = true and for all
positions 0  j < i, S[q
j
] = true. Finally, given a game G = hS; I;G; Si, the
game problem is to check whether the system has a winning strategy in the
game G.
Example 1.
Consider the game between an evader E and a pursuer P on an n  n grid
as shown in Figure 1. The evader tries to reach the predened goal position
G without being caught by the pursuer. The evader chooses one amongst ve
moves: up, down, left, right and stay in every step. The pursuer, however,
chooses one such move only in every odd step and it must stay stationary in
every even step. Considering the evader as the system player and the pursuer
as the environment player, we can dene the game G = hS; I;G; Si as follows.
First, we model the game structure by S = (X
S
; X
E
;M
S
;M
E
; T
S
; T
E
).

X
S
= fx
e
; y
e
g where x
e
and y
e
ranging over f0;    ; n   1g are the x-y
coordinates of the evader, and X
E
= fx
p
; y
p
; clockg where x
p
and y
p
ranging
over f0;    ; n 1g are x-y coordinates of the pursuer and clock ranging over
f0; 1g is a toggle specifying when the pursuer can change its position.

M
S
= fm
e
g and M
E
= fm
p
g where m
e
and m
p
range over
fup; down; left ; right ; stayg.

T
S

2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
((x
e
> 0) ^ (m
e
= left) ^ (x
0
e
= x
e
  1) ^ (y
0
e
= y
e
))
_((x
e
< n  1) ^ (m
e
= right) ^ (x
0
e
= x
e
+ 1) ^ (y
0
e
= y
e
))
_((y
e
< n  1) ^ (m
e
= up) ^ (x
0
e
= x
e
) ^ (y
0
e
= y
e
+ 1))
_((y
e
> 0) ^ (m
e
= down) ^ (x
0
e
= x
e
) ^ (y
0
e
= y
e
  1))
_((m
e
= stay) ^ (x
0
e
= x
e
) ^ (y
0
e
= y
e
))
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
:
T
E

2
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4

(clock = 1) ^

((x
p
> 0) ^ (m
p
= left) ^ (x
0
p
= x
p
  1) ^ (y
0
p
= y
p
))
_((x
p
< n  1) ^ (m
p
= right) ^ (x
0
p
= x
p
+ 1) ^ (y
0
p
= y
p
))
_((y
p
< n  1) ^ (m
p
= up) ^ (x
0
p
= x
p
) ^ (y
0
p
= y
p
+ 1))
_((y
p
> 0) ^ (m
p
= down) ^ (x
0
p
= x
p
) ^ (y
0
p
= y
p
  1))


_((m
p
= stay) ^ (x
0
p
= x
p
) ^ (y
0
p
= y
p
))
3
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
7
5
^(clock
0
6= clock ):
I  fx
e
= 0; y
e
= 0; x
p
= 1; y
p
= 3g if the initial position of the evader
is (x = 0; y = 0) and the initial position of the pursuer is (x = 1; y = 3). G
is true if the x-y coordinates of the evader are same with the predened goal
position. S is true if the x-y coordinates of the evader are dierent from the
pursuer's: S  (x
e
6= x
p
) _ (y
e
6= y
p
).
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P
E
G
Fig. 1. Pursuit-evasion Game
Algorithm [Symbolic model checking for game problems]
Input: a game G = hS; I;G; Si.
Output: the answer to the model checking problem for the game.
 := False;
 := G;
while  6  do
 :=  _  ;
 := Pre
G
() ^ S;
od;
if (I) then return true;
else return false;
Fig. 2. Symbolic model checking algorithm for game problems
3 Solving games using BDDs
In this section, we solve games using binary decision diagrams (Bdds). The
standard attractor-set method to solve games is a x-point algorithms that
can be implemented using Bdds. Figure 2 shows a symbolic model checking
algorithm for our game problem, which manipulates state sets of S. Given
a goal region and a safe region, we compute all states from which there is
a winning strategy for the system. Note that the function Pre
G
is dierent
from the pre-image function of Ctl model checkers. The function Pre
G
, when
given a predicate (X
S
; X
E
), returns a predicate Pre
G
() 2 P(X) for the set
of states p such that from p, the system enforces the next state to satisfy  no
matter how the environment behaves. Formally,
Pre
G
()  9M
S
; X
0
S
:8M
E
; X
0
E
: T
S
(X;M
S
; X
0
S
)^(T
E
(X;M
E
; X
0
E
)! (X
0
S
; X
0
E
)):
In the algorithm, sets of states and the transition relation are represented by
Bdds [8]. Both the Atl model checker and -calculus model checker use this
algorithm.
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ATL Model Checking
Mocha[3] is a verication environment for modular verication for alternating-
time temporal logic, which is a game logic extension of Ctl.
Given a game G = hS; I;G; Si, we specify a game structure S as reactive
modules [3] where the system and its environment are described in separate
modules, and specify G and S as an Atl formula using the until operator U.
The logic Atl admits a formula hhAiiU , where  and  are state predicates
and A is a subset of players. The formula hhAiiU asserts that the players
in A can cooperate to keep satisfying  until satisfying  no matter how
the remaining players behave. Considering A as the system, the semantics of
hhAiiU is exactly same as the game problem. For Example 1, we specify the
evader and the pursuer as separate modules, and specify the game property
as the Atl specication, hhEvaderii(safe U goal). Then, we use symbolic Atl
model checking of Mocha, which implements the algorithm shown in Figure 2.
-calculus Model Checking
The -calculus [4] is propositional modal logic extended with the least xpoint
operator and is interpreted over Kripke structures. While -caculus model-
checking can be seen to be equivalent to evaluating innite parity games on
nite graphs, the -calculus also trivially encodes solutions to reachability
games. In our context, the -calculus formula:
X:(goal _ (safe ^
_
m
s
2Val(M
S
)
^
m
e
2Val(M
E
)
hm
s
; m
e
iX))
computes the winning area for player S, as it stands for the least set X con-
taining the goal congurations as well as those congurations from which the
system can force a move into X.
Since least xpoint computations can be performed symbolically, we can
use symbolic -calculus model checkers to solve games using Bdds. The model-
checker we consider is Biere's model checker Mucke (cke) [7], which is de-
veloped with an aim to be a -calculus model checker that performs as well
as symbolic model-checkers like Smv on the Ctl fragment. Mucke is a Bdd-
model checker optimized for the -calculus using techniques similar to those
employed in model-checkers for Ctl (like allocating xed variable orderings
for variables computing xpoints, frontier set simplication, etc.).
When coding games into -calculus, we can also implement early termi-
nation, i.e. terminating the above x-point computation when we reach an
initial state. This can be encoded as:
X:(goal _ (9x 2 X : Ix) _ (safe ^
_
m
s
2Val(M
S
)
^
m
e
2Val(M
E
)
hm
s
; m
e
iX))
In the above, if an initial state is reached, the set X immediately gets set
to the entire set of states and the xpoint terminates.
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4 Solving Bounded Games
Symbolic model checking [18] has been acknowledged as an eÆcient verication
technique. Many symbolic model checkers use Bdds [8] as representations for
sets of states and transition relation. However, the size of Bdds may increase
exponentially as the number of variables.
Recently, a new type of model checking technique, bounded model checking
with satisability solving [6,13], has led to promising results. In bounded
model checking, given a transition system S, a temporal logic formula f and
a user-supplied bound k 2 N , we construct a propositional formula [[S; f ]]
k
which is satisable if and only if the formula f is valid along some path of
length k. Then, we solve the formula [[S; f ]]
k
using a Sat solver.
4.1 QBF Methods
For solving bounded games, we need more denitions. Given a game G =
hS; I;G; Si, a strategy f and a bound k, plays
k
(f) is the set of plays of length
k which are possible when the system follows the strategy f . A strategy f
is a k-winning strategy in a game G if for all  = q
0
;    ; q
k
2 plays
k
(f) are
winning, i.e., there exists a position 0  i  k such that G[q
i
] = true and for
all positions 0  j < i, S[q
j
] = true. The bounded game problem is, given a
game G and a bound k, to check whether the system has a k-winning strategy
in the game G. Consequently, we want to construct a boolean formula 
1
G;k
which is satisable if and only if the system has a k-winning strategy in the
game G.
Given a game G = hS; I;G; Si with S = (X
S
; X
E
;M
S
;M
E
; T
S
; T
E
)
and a bound k, we denote, for every 0  i  k, the i-th copy of
X;X
S
; X
E
by X
i
; X
i
S
; X
i
E
, respectively. we divide I into I
S
and I
E
which
are the initial values for X
S
and X
E
, respectively. However, unlike bounded
model checking, we need alternations of existential quantication and uni-
versal quantication in order to solve a bounded game problem. Therefore,
the formula 
1
G;k
is a quantied boolean formula beginning with a prex
9X
0
S
;M
0
S
:8X
0
E
;M
0
E
:    :9X
k 1
S
;M
k 1
S
:8X
k 1
E
;M
k 1
E
:9X
k
S
:8X
k
E
. 
1
G;k
describes
that there exists a series of system's moves to guarantee that for all series
of environment's moves, the goal region is reached through the safe region as
long as the environment proceeds according to the transition relation. 
G;k
is
as follows.

1
G;k
 9X
0
S
;M
0
S
:8X
0
E
;M
0
E
:    :9X
k 1
S
;M
k 1
S
:8X
k 1
E
;M
k 1
E
:9X
k
S
:8X
k
E
:
I
S
(X
0
S
) ^ 
1
^

(I
E
(X
0
E
) ^  
1
)! 

where,


1

V
k 1
i=0
T
S
(X
i
;M
i
S
; X
i+1
S
),

 
1

V
k 1
i=0
T
E
(X
i
;M
i
E
; X
i+1
E
) and
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
 
W
k
i=0
(G(X
i
) ^
V
j<i
S(X
j
)).
In the above formula 
1
G;k
, the subformulas, 
1
and  
1
, force that the next
states along the path should obey the transition relation and  encodes reach-
ability to the goal region through the safe region within k steps.
The total number of variables in 
1
G;k
is O(kN) where N = jX[M
S
[M
E
j,
and the length of 
1
G;k
(after some simplication) isO(k(jT
S
j+jT
E
j+jGj+jSj)+
jI
S
j + jI
E
j) where jGj; jSj; jT
S
j; jT
E
j; jI
S
j and jI
E
j are the lengths of formulas.
In this expression, k  (jT
S
j + jT
E
j) is the dominant factor because jT
S
j and
jT
E
j are quadratic in N , but jGj and jSj and is linear in N .
We dene a new formula 
2
G;k
which has three extra copies of the variables
X [M
S
[M
E
, but which is shorter than the previous formula 
1
G;k
since it
has only one occurrence of T
S
and T
E
. The trick is to have an additional
universal quantication after the k alternating quantiers and to treat these
as temporary variables and check that if they match the i
th
and (i + 1)th
copy of the original variables, then they satisfy the predicates T
S
and T
E
.
Subsequently, the total number of variables in 
2
G;k
is O(k N) and the length
of 
2
G;k
(after some simplication) is O(k  (jGj+ jSj)+ jT
S
j+ jT
E
j+ jI
S
j+ jI
E
j).

2
G;k
is given by:

2
G;k
 9X
0
S
;M
0
S
:8X
0
E
;M
0
E
:    :9X
k
S
:8X
k
E
:8Y; Y
M
; Y
0
; Z; Z
M
; Z
0
:
I
S
(X
0
S
) ^ 
2
^

(I
E
(X
0
E
) ^  
2
)! 

where,


2

W
k 1
i=0
((X
i
= Y ) ^ (M
i
S
= Y
M
) ^ (X
i+1
S
= Y
0
))! T
S
(Y; Y
M
; Y
0
),

 
2

W
k 1
i=0
((X
i
= Z) ^ (M
i
E
= Z
M
) ^ (X
i+1
E
= Z
0
))! T
E
(Z;Z
M
; Z
0
) and

 
W
k
i=0
(G(X
i
) ^
V
j<i
S(X
j
)).
We denote by M1 the method which uses the rst formula 
1
G;k
to solve
the game, and by M2 the method which uses 
2
G;k
. We use Qbf solvers such as
Semprop [17], Quaffle [25] and Qube [11] in order to solve the above quantied
boolean formulas.
4.2 SAT Method using Strategy Tree
The bounded game problem is naturally translated to a Qbf solving problem
as we saw in Section 4.1 and we must use Qbf solvers. However, several Sat
solvers have recently shown promising results. In the next two subsections,
we show how to translate the bounded game problem to a boolean formula
only with existential quantication in order to use Sat solvers.
For translating the quantied formula for 
1
G;k
in the previous section into a
boolean formula, we need to eliminate universal quantication by introducing
extra copies of variables in order to specify explicitly all cases without universal
quantication; for example, 8x:9y:(x ^ y)  9y
1
; y
2
:((true ^ y
1
)) ^ (false ^
y
2
)). Figure 3 shows relations between successors and predecessors in Qbf and
9
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 steps
k steps
9M
0
S
:8M
0
E
X
(0)
M
(0;3)
S
;m
2
E
X
(0;3;2)
M
(0)
S
;m
3
E
X
(0;0;0)
9M
1
S
:8M
1
E
X
0
X
1
X
2
X
(0;0)
Qbf methods
M
(0)
S
;m
0
E
X
(0;3)
X
(0;1)
X
(0;2)
M
(0;0)
S
;m
0
E
Tree-based Sat method
Fig. 3. Tree-based Sat Method
Sat methods. In tree-based Sat method, we introduce explicitly one copy of
variables for every node in the tree. Thus, the number of copies is exponential
in the bound k.
Every path of the tree-based Sat method corresponds to a play of length
k and we just need to write a formula to check that the paths stay in the safe
region until they reach the goal region, which we write as the formula 
3
G;k
.
The number of variables in 
3
G;k
is O(N  m
k
) where m is the maximum
number of environment's moves and the length of 
3
G;k
is O(m
k
 (jT
S
j+ jT
E
j+
k  (jSj+ jGj))+ jI
S
j+ jI
E
j). We then use Berkmin [12] and zChaff [20] in order
to solve the boolean formula 
3
G;k
.
4.3 SAT Method using Witness Set
In the strategy-tree based Sat method, we constructed a tree which is a
witness for a bounded game problem with a bound k. The tree, however,
could have many identical states and we check the strategy from the iden-
tical states many times. In this section, we introduce a method that can
generate a witness set with less copies of variables. The main idea is to con-
struct a set which witnesses the fact that the system wins. Thus, given a
game G = hS; I;G; Si and a user supplied n 2 N , we generate a boolean
formula 
4
G;n
which is satisable if and only if we can generate a witness
set with n states. First, we dene T
i
(X;M
S
; X
0
) as a predicate for the next
state when the environment's move is xed. For each element m
i
of the set
fm
1
; m
2
;    ; m
max
g of the environment's moves, T
i
(X;M
S
; X
0
) is the predi-
cate obtained from T
S
(X;M
S
; X
0
S
) ^ T
E
(X;M
E
; X
0
E
) (where X
0
= X
0
S
[ X
0
E
)
by replacing each of the variables v 2 M
E
with the value m
i
(v). Now, we
dene a witness set for a bounded game problem as follows. Given a game
G = hS; I;G; Si with S = (X
S
; X
E
;M
S
;M
E
; T
S
; T
E
) and user supplied number
n, W = fq
1
; q
2
;    ; q
n
g is a witness set for the game G if and only if

for the initial predicate I of G, I[q
1
] = true, and

for each q
i
2 W , G[q
i
] = true, or, S[q
i
] = true and there exists a system
10
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move m
i
S
such that for each valid move m
j
in the set fm
1
; m
2
;    ; m
max
g
of environment moves at q
i
, there exists i < l  n such that T
j
[q
i
; m
i
S
; q
l
] =
true.
The formula 
4
G;n
for witness-based Sat method is as follows.

4
G;n
 I(X
1
) ^
n
^
i=1

G(X
i
) _

S(X
i
) ^
max
^
j=1
(V
j
(X
i
)!
n
_
l>i
T
j
(X
i
;M
i
S
; X
l
))

where V
j
2 P(X), for every 1  j  max, is a validity predicate for the
environment: V
j
[q] = true if and only if m
j
is valid environment's move at
the state q. The denition of a witness set forces that every copy q
i
which
is not a goal, must have a transition to some q
l
where l is strictly larger
than i. Note that q
n
must hence be a goal position and in fact the denition
forces all plays encoded in the witness set to end in the goal. In the formula

4
G;n
, the total number of variables is O(n N) and the length of the formula
is O(mn
2
 jT
j
j + n  (jGj + jSj) + jIj) where m is the maximum number of
environment's moves. We again use Berkmin and zChaff in order to solve the
boolean formula 
4
G;n
.
5 Experimental Results
We also consider a second example, which is known to be hard for Bdds [19].
Example 2.
The second example is swap introduced in [19]. We change the example into
a game problem. There is an array A[ ] with n elements which are m-bit
binary numbers. We assume that n  2
m
so that all elements in the array
can be distinct. Initially we have, for all 0  i < n, A[i] := i. At each step,
the system chooses a direction between left and right and the environment
chooses an index i, in the range 0;    ; n  1; then the value of A[i] is swapped
with that of A[(i   1) mod n] or A[(i + 1) mod n], according to the direction
the system picked. The property we want to check is whether the system can
eventually make A[0] and A[1] same no matter what the environment does
(the system clearly loses).
We compare the methods we addressed using the Examples 1 and 2. For
Qbf methods, our program rst generates a Boolean circuit [15] le, which
is a more succinct format than Cnf. Then we use bc2cnf [15] to translate
the Boolean circuit into Cnf. In the process, many intermediate variables are
introduced. Finally, our program attaches quantication to the Cnf le auto-
matically and we use Qbf solvers such as Semprop, Quaffle and Qube to solve
the Cnf formula with quantication.
Also, for Sat methods we generate a Boolean circuit le and translate it
to Cnf using bc2cnf. We use the Sat solvers Berkmin and zChaff on the Cnf
11
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formula. All experiments were performed on a PC using a 1GHz Pentium III
processor, 1.5GB memory and the Linux operating system.
The results for Example 1 are shown in Table 1 where the time shown is
the execution time in seconds, `{' means that it did not complete in 10 hours,
and * means the size of the input le was too large to execute (over 1GB). In
Bdd methods, the number in parenthesis is the number of iterations taken to
reach the x-point while in the witness method, the number in parenthesis is
the size of the witness set. For early termination results, the initial position
of the purpuer was chosen as (n=3; 3n=4) for the nn grids. In this example,
Mucke performed better thanMocha. For QbfmethodM1, Qube (Ver. BJ1.0)
worked best and for Qbf methodM2, Semprop (Ver. 240202) showed the best
result. For Sat methods, Berkmin worked best. The results in the table are
the results for the tools that performed best. For this example, Bdd-based
methods seem better than Qbf, and Sat-based methods seem better than
Qbf-methods.
Table 2 shows the results for Example 2 where the Bdd method outper-
formed Qbf and Sat methods. Unlike Example 1, the Qbf method was better
than the tree-based Sat method. This is perhaps because, in Example 2, the
environment has n moves at every stage, which makes the strategy tree very
large, while in Example 1, it has at most ve moves at any stage.
6 Conclusions
We have presented various symbolic methods using Bdds, Qbf-solvers and Sat-
solvers to solve symbolically presented succinct games and evaluated them
on two examples. This research is preliminary and one cannot draw hard
conclusions yet. From the current results, however, it does seem that Bdds
(especially Mucke) outperform methods that use propositional solvers. The
main problem with reduction to Sat seems to be the exponential blow-up in
the reduction to game witnesses. Also, just reducing the size of the formula by
making it more complex, seems to make Sat and Qbf solvers perform worse
than with a simple but larger encoding. If one could come up with a very
small notion of a witness set for winning games, the propositional solvers may
turn out to be more powerful.
There are several issues that are interesting for future study. First, most
applications require to solve partial information games and it is not clear how
to extend the methods to handle this. Also, once we know that the system
indeed wins the game, we do not know how hard it is to extract a winning
strategy of reasonable size from the above procedures.
Games have been recently used in the extraction of formal interfaces to
software modules, in order to check consistency between software components
[9]. It would be interesting to try out the above symbolic game solving tech-
niques in such a domain.
Finally, McMillan has a technique to do unbounded model checking using
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Table 1
The results for Example 1
Bdd methods Bounded methods
Grid size Mucke Qbf methods Sat methods
Mocha
Normal Early
Step(k)
M1 M2 Tree Witness
4 1 550 0
6 172 { 0
44 0 3 3 7 2030 { 0 818
(12) (7) (3) 15 { { 17 (25)
16 { { *
4 76 { 0
88 6 3 3 5 32429 { 0 {
(20) (16) (16) 15 { { 117
16 { { *
12 { { 29 {
1616 190 3 3 15 { { 135
(35) (32) (32) 16 { { *
12 { { 58 {
3232 6493 5 5 15 { { 531
(67) (64) (64) 16 { { *
256256 { 373 100 8 { { { {
(512) (263) 12 { { {
512512 { { 4024 8 { { { {
(517) 12 { { {
Sat solvers, where Sat-solvers are exploited to manipulate sets of states stored
as boolean formulas [19]. We plan to explore whether games can also be solved
using a similar approach.
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